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ARTICLE INFO 

 

ABSTRACT 

Today’s popularity of the short messages services (SMS) has created a propitious 

environment for spamming to thrive. Spams are unsolicited advertising, adult-

themed or inappropriate content, premium fraud, smishing and malware. They 

are a constant reminder of the need for an effective spam filter. However, SMS 

limitations of 160-charcaters and 140-bytes size as well as its being rippled with 

slangs, emoticons and abbreviations further inhibits effective training of models 

to aid accurate classification. The study proposes Genetic Algorithm Trained 

Bayesian Network solution that seeks to normalize noisy feats, expand text via 

use of lexicographic and semantic dictionaries that uses word sense 

disambiguation technique to train the underlying learning heuristics. And in 

turn, effectively help to classify SMS in spam and legitimate classes. Hybrid 

model comprises of text preprocessing, feature selection as well as training and 

classification section. Study uses a hybrid Genetic Algorithm trained Bayesian 

model for which the GA is used for feature selection; while, the Bayesian 

algorithm is used as classifier. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of short messaging services 

by Neil Papworth since 1992, has seen great 

penetration and a tremendous growth rate of 

the service. Advent of mobile phones with 

enhance features has contributed to the 

large-scale adoption of SMS by users. The 

portability, mobility, ubiquity of services and 

its low cost continues to promote text 

messages to become the most used means of 

electronic communication in the world today 

(Ojugo & Eboka, 2018; Ojugo & Yoro, 

2021a). Short Message Service (SMS) is 

text service component of mobile 

communication system or phones with 

standardized protocols that allow the 

exchange of short text messages between 

fixed line or mobile phone devices. An 

estimated 23-billion SMS is sent daily 

worldwide in 2014 (Ezpeleta et al., 2016, 

2020; Ojugo & Oyemade, 2021); While, a 

total of 8.3 trillion SMS was sent worldwide 

in the same year with net market revenue of 

over $128Billion in 2011 (Ojugo & Eboka, 

2020b; Sahmoud & Mikki, 2022).  

In 2016, the revenue was forecasted to be 

over $153Billion; And, evidence has shown 

that 3.39billion SMS was sent and received 

http://fupre.edu.ng/journal
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in Nigeria alone in the year 2013 (Iiloani, 

2015). The increased popularity and the 

consequent proliferation of SMS platforms, 

has also seen a corresponding rise in 

unsolicited SMS called spams (G. Bhati, 

2019; Paliwal et al., 2022; Verma et al., 

2020). The ITU 2005 campaign witnessed a 

rise in the unsolicited commercial adverts as 

sent to mobile phones via SMS. Recent drift 

from email to SMS spams is attributed to the 

availability of effective email filters, user 

awareness and industry collaboration 

(Akazue et al., 2023; Yoro, Aghware, 

Akazue, et al., 2023; Yoro, Aghware, 

Malasowe, et al., 2023). 

Spams are unsolicited electronic 

messages that include, and not limited to, 

emails, SMS, Voice over Internet Protocols 

(VoIP) and instant messaging from chats. 

Spams are unsolicited or unwanted 

messages from a sender, sent 

indiscriminately with no prior relationship to 

a user mostly for commercial reasons 

(Ojugo et al., 2021; Ojugo & Nwankwo, 

2021d; Ojugo & Obruche, 2021). SMS 

Spams ranges from adult-themed and 

inappropriate contents, unsolicited adverts, 

smishing and mobile malware etc (Ibor et 

al., 2023; Ojugo et al., 2015; Ojugo & 

Otakore, 2018a; Udeze et al., 2022).  

SMS spams have since become 

enormous challenge – causing great loss of 

revenue to Internet Service Providers, 

Mobile Network Operators and users in 

general. The overall growth of spams grew 

by 300% from 2011 to 2012 from millions 

of SMS received worldwide; And 33.3% 

attributed to spam-related messages (Ojo et 

al., 2021; Oyewola et al., 2021). Also, in 

Nigeria alone, an estimated 334,857,685 

SMS spam were received daily in 2015 

(Hong, 2018; Kumaraguru et al., 2010; 

Zhang et al., 2007). This implies that lots of 

mobile phone users are handicapped in the 

control of the number of spams they receive 

(Chaminda etal., 2013). Besides being 

distractive and annoying, users need a 

certain degree of privacy with their phones 

and free from Spam and viruses invasions 

(Alsowai & Al-Shehari, 2021; Gaye & 

Wulamu, 2019; Mahajan & Sharma, 2015). 

Mobile network operators are geared 

towards reducing the number of spams over 

their network as such flooding makes the 

SMS channel more invasive and less secure 

(Ahmad et al., 2016; Ojugo & Eboka, 

2020b; Ojugo & Otakore, 2020b; Ojugo & 

Yoro, 2020). 

The tremendous rise in the usage of 

SMS is attributed to (Ojugo & Eboka, 

2020b; Ojugo & Oyemade, 2021): 

1. Trust in SMS channel: SMS is a private 

communication between two parties only 

has created some level of trust and 

acceptance all over the world such that 

financial institution has adopted its use 

in payment authorization 

2. High open rate: Average time it takes to 

respond to SMS is faster than email and 

voice call – making it a preferred choice. 

Statistics have shown SMS has an 

average open rate of 99% and opens 

within 15-minutes; While, an email has 

an open rate of 20-25% and open with 

24-hours 

3. Low cost of transaction: Average cost 

per SMS is almost negligible, and free 

for some networks – affording mobile 

phone users the opportunity to send as 

many without recourse to cost. 

Marketers and many other institution has 

embrace bulk SMS a medium for 

advertising and interact with customers. 

4. Ease and Convenience of texting enables 

its use in nearly every environment 

without disrupting people around phone 

users; Unlike in voice call, SMS can be 

in absolute silence without 

inconveniencing people around. Aided 

by the portable size of most mobile 

devices, communication can be done 

almost everywhere and any position. 
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SMS has great benefit for both subscribers 

and operators in diverse ways centered on 

convenience, flexibility, seamless 

integration of messaging services and data 

access. Others may include (Ojugo & 

Otakore, 2018b, 2018a, 2020a): (a) delivery 

of notifications, (b) guaranteed delivery, (c) 

reliable, low-cost for concise data, (d) 

capability to screen messages and return 

calls, (e) increases productivity, (f) more 

sophisticated functions provides enhanced 

user benefits, (g) delivery to multiple users 

at same time, (h) receive diverse data, (i) 

create user groups, (l) e-mail generation, (m) 

integrate with other data and Internet-based 

application, and (n) increase in revenue for 

MNOs (Ojugo et al., 2012; Ojugo, Eboka, 

Yerokun, et al., 2013; Ojugo, Yoro, Eboka, 

et al., 2013; Ojugo et al., 2014). 

The tremendous rise in the usage of SMS is 

attributed to its ease of use, ubiquity in 

nature, high open rates, low cost of 

transaction and inherent trust in the channel. 

The ease of use, portability, ubiquity, low 

open rate, and low cost of SMS are major 

factors for its popularity and usage. This 

growth rate has equally attracted spamming 

to the channel. Spammers are often, well 

organized businesses seeking to make 

money via the use of email, short messages 

(SMS), Instant message, UseNet newsgroup, 

Social network and internet telephony 

channel without the consent of subscriber 

(Ojugo, Yoro, Okonta, et al., 2013; 

Wemembu et al., 2014).  

Their merchandise is unsolicited advertising, 

inappropriate or adult-themed content, 

premium fraud, smishing and even 

distribution of malware generally called 

spam. SMS spams are thus, unsolicited and 

unwanted messages sent to mobile phone 

users. Spam trend is on the rise and its toll 

on subscribers and even MNO is getting 

intensive and proven to be of great concern 

to all (Eboka & Ojugo, 2020; Ojugo, Abere, 

Eboka, et al., 2013; Ojugo, Abere, 

Orhionkpaiyo, et al., 2013). 

 

1.1 Sources of Spam 

SMS spam is generated from various 

sources. A typical spam sources is number 

harvesting, which is carried out by Internet 

sites offering “free” services (Ojugo, Yoro, 

Oyemade, et al., 2013; Ojugo, Yoro, 

Yerokun, et al., 2013); While, users can also 

receive mobile spam from the following 

sources (Artikis et al., 2017; Sohony et al., 

2018; Wang et al., 2019):  

1. Organizations and individuals that pay 

MNO to deliver SMS to the subscribers: 

They are responsible for the highest 

number of spams received on 

subscriber’s mobile phones. Although, 

MNOs have adopted and enforced use of 

opt-out, or even opt-in processes for the 

user to stop receiving promos or ads. 

2. Organizations that do not pay for the 

SMS that are delivered to the 

subscribers: they are usually worse and 

considered as fraud because it damages 

MNO brands. 

3. Individual originated messages that 

disturb recipients. 

 

Besides being distracting and annoying, 

spams have serious consequences it 

generates. There is the issue of competition 

for resources between millions of 

illegitimate and legitimate messages being 

transmitted. These messages consume 

network resources that could have otherwise 

been allocated to other legitimate services 

by MNO (Tingfei et al., 2020). Spamming 

attracts extra cost for mobile operators to 

adequately maintain their communication 

infrastructures for effective service delivery. 

Flooding it with illegitimate massages can 
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cause legitimate users to suffer denial of 

service. Huge amount of spam also concerns 

the cellular carriers as the messages traverse 

via the network, causing congestion and 

degrade in performance (Akazue et al., 

2022, 2023). Communication industries are 

also faced with threat from virus propagated 

by spam SMS. Fraudulent messages such as 

phishing and other fraudulent acts that were 

common with email, are now ported on SMS 

platform. Financial loss, damage to mobile 

user’s reputation and that of the MNO are 

issues to be considered (Ojugo & Ekurume, 

2021a, 2021b; Yoro & Ojugo, 2019b, 

2019a).  

 

2.2 Types of Spam 

SMS spam filters shares similar features and 

challenges with email spam filters. They are 

both saddled with the task of real-time 

filtering efficiency and the option to decide 

between client-side and or server-side 

filtering. The mobile space is faced with the 

challenge of overcoming misclassification 

cost and eliminate false positives (genuine 

SMS incorrectly classified as spam by 

filter), and issue of concept drift in order to 

evade detection by system filters. Thus, 

most existing approaches of combating SMS 

spam are imported from successful email 

solutions (Nivedha & Raja, 2022; Ojugo & 

Eboka, 2019, 2020a). But not all solutions to 

email spam are applicable to SMS due to the 

fact that established email spam filters are 

unable to tackle SMS spam because the 

performance of email spam filters is 

seriously degraded when used to filter spam. 

This is attributed to its limited 160-character 

of 140-bytes sized messages. Also, these 

messages are rife with slang, symbols, 

emoticons, and abbreviations that inhibit 

proper classification (Rathi & Pareek, 2013).  

To overcome the shortfall of email 

filters in handling SMS spam successfully, a 

combination of filtering techniques to 

reduce noise in SMS and expands the 

message size – is the focus of this research. 

Spam filters can be divided into a number of 

broad categories based on the method used 

to filter Spam. They include (Redondo-

Gutierrez et al., 2022; Sahmoud & Mikki, 

2022) the following methods of filtering 

namely: 

1. List-based Filters – simply blocks spam 

(i.e. unwanted messages) using an 

already created list of senders. It then 

seeks to create a whitelist (i.e. a list of 

authentic senders), or a blacklist (i.e. a 

list of blocked sender records). Thus, 

when an incoming message is received – 

the spam filter simply checks if the IP, 

email address and/or mobile number is on 

the list. If the list is on the whitelist, the 

sender is accepted; otherwise, the 

message is not delivered to the 

user/subscriber. Vice versa in the case of 

a blacklist. 

2. Challenge and Response Filters – forces a 

message sender to prove themselves via 

series of tests. It blocks undesirable 

messages by forcing the sender to 

perform a task before their message is 

delivered. If the task is successful, the 

message (and future messages) are 

delivered to the recipient; While, a failure 

to complete the challenge leads to 

message rejection. 

3. Content-based Filters – evaluates words 

or phrases found in messages to 

determine if the message is spam or not. 

It analyzes the message header, subject 

and body to discover any distinctive 

characteristic. It performs such feats via 

two-modes: word-based and heuristic 

filters. 

Word-based filters use a set of rules to 

detect genuine from spam SMS. Also 

known as rule-filters, they use rules about 

actual word(s) or phrase(s) in a message 

to classify messages into genuine and 

spam classes. Rule features include word 

type, frequency of occurrence, structure 
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of text (e.g., font size, colour etc.), 

presence of many periods between letters 

(e.g., F.R.E.E), existence of image, etc. 

Rules are filter-dependent and can vary 

from simple to very complex. A demerit 

of rule-based filters is that: (a) they are 

knowledge intensive, (b) time consuming 

process in reviewing spam messages to 

determine the rules, and (c) needs regular 

update of rules as spammers changes 

their tactics. 

Heuristic-filter examines data content 

via various algorithms and resources, and 

assigns points to words or phrases. Words 

commonly found in spams such as 

“FREE” or "SEX," receive higher scores. 

Terms commonly found in normal 

messages receive lower scores. The filter 

then adds up total scores. If the message 

receives a certain score or higher 

(determined by anti-spam application's 

administrator), the filter identifies it as 

spam and blocks it. Messages with 

score(s) lower than the target number are 

delivered to the user. Using a heuristic 

filter allows many spam filtering methods 

to be used, resulting in better 

performance than any single method by 

itself. 

 

1.3. Study Motivation 

To re-investigate prediction of oil futures 

price – our statement of problem is thus: 

1. The increased adoption of smartphones 

and its popularity, easy access, mobility, 

portability – have consequently led to 

the increase of spam and phishing 

activities. 

2. Companies are today still dealing with 

the many issue(s) of SMS spam, and 

existing approaches are quite unable to 

effectively tackle SMS spam 

successfully – as their performance is 

seriously hampered and degraded by the 

parametric feats used to filter spams. 

3. Spams have continued to rise at an 

alarming growth rate – causing financial 

loss and emotional stress to smartphone 

users, businesses, and network 

operator(s). 

4. Formulation and design of an effective 

SMS filter has continued to suffered 

setback(s) due to the inherent reason that 

SMS filters by design are not as simple 

as email filters due to its limited size of 

160-characters of 140bytes sized data. 

These amongst other constraints, 

continue to create rippled impediment in 

size of feature to be selected for training 

and consequently contributing to poor 

learning and classification of learning 

algorithm. 

5. In addition, SMS are rippled with slangs, 

abbreviations, symbols, and emoticons 

that inhibit proper classification of 

words.  

 

To overcome these amongst many other 

shortfalls inherent in the adoption of email 

filters as adapted to handling SMS spam 

successfully, a hybrid filtering technique that 

reduces noise in form of slangs, emoticons, 

abbreviations in SMS as well as expand 

message size must be employed to enhance 

adequate classification. Thus, our research 

goal(s) is to propose a hybrid deep learning 

neural network model for text normalization 

and semantic expansion in SMS spam 

filtering. 

 

2.    MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Dataset Used & Proposed Framework 

The dataset used for this study is the 

knowledge discovery in databases (KDD 

2022). Diagram of the proposed framework 

is seen in figure 1 with the framework 

grouped into the sections namely (Ojugo & 

Eboka, 2018, 2019, 2020b; Okobah & 

Ojugo, 2018):
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Memetic Algorithm

2.2. Experimental Memetic Model 

The proposed model cum ensemble 

consists of these parts (Ojugo and Yoro, 

2020; 2021; Wheeler and Aitkens, 2019): 

1. Knowledgebase – consists of observed, 

historic structured data feats. The dataset 

is a record of fraudulent malware 

intrusion transactions stored and 

converted as fuzzy if-then ruleset using 

optimized membership functions. The 

rule-based system consists of classifier 

to propagate the IF-THEN rule values of 

selected data, enhanced them as 

predefined variables classification into 

intrusion types for fraud detection. Its 

houses the optimized universe discourse 

values as represented by fuzzy-if-then, 

linguistic variables (rule-based) as 

selected data feats. 

2. Inference engine – consists of the 

memetic algorithm (i.e. the hybrid, rule-

based genetic algorithm trained neural 

network model). The neural network is 

constructed using the Jordan network, 

and seeks to provide a self-learning 

ability, optimized by the CGA optimizer 

that recombines and mutates the rule-

based fuzzy dataset to train and test the 

system so that it autonomously classifies 

diabetes into its class types. Conversely, 

the Genetic Algorithm helps train the 

neural network so that combined – they 

can effectively optimize our collated-

answers within the tuned fuzzy dataset 

linguistic variable (symptoms) universe 

of discourse values in other to yield a 

centralized, fuzzy-scaled function 

boundary in determining high/low 

degree membership function. Thus, the 

inference engine infers conclusion 

derived from genetic algorithm trained 

neural network from the selected data 

feats encoded as fuzzy-if-then conditions 

with possible outcomes and consequent 

action upon criteria being met. 

3. Decision support– consists of the 

predicted output and the output database 

that is updated automatically in time as 

patients are diagnoses as long as it 

encounters and read sin new data. The 

decision support predicts system output 

based on the cognitive and the emotional 

filers as display by the output device. 

This is seen in figure 1. 
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The experimental ensemble is initialized 

with the if-then rules as individuals, whose 

fitness is computed. 30-individuals are then 

selected via tournament method as new 

pool. It then determines mating individuals 

to yield solutions. We use a multi-point 

crossover and mutation to help the network 

to learn all the dynamic and non-linear feats 

in the dataset (as feats of interest). With 

mutation, suspicion score for each rule 

between 1-to-30 is then randomly generated 

using Gaussian distribution corresponding to 

crossover points (all genes are from single 

parent). As new parents contribute the rest to 

yield new individuals whose genetic makeup 

is a combination of both parents, mutation is 

also applied to yield 3-random genes. These 

further undergo mutation and are then 

allocated new random values that still 

conform to the belief space. These random 

values will range between 0 and 1, which 

yields the suspicion score for each 

transaction as generated for each account 

holder (Syeda et al, 2002; Sylla and Wild, 

2011; Vooshoghi et al, 2019). 

The number of mutations applied depends 

on how far CGA is progressed on the 

network (how fit is the fittest individual in 

the pool), which equals fitness of the fittest 

individual divided by 2. New individuals 

replace old with low fitness so as to create a 

new pool. Process continues until individual 

with a fitness value of 0.8 is found – 

indicating that the solution has been reached 

(Ojugo and Ekurume, 2020; Ojugo and 

Otakore, 2018; 2020). 

Initialization/selection via ANN ensures that 

first 3-beliefs are met; mutation ensures 

fourth belief is met. Its influence function 

influences how many mutations take place, 

and the knowledge of solution (how close its 

solution is) has direct impact on how 

algorithm is processed. Algorithm stops 

when best individual has fitness of 0 (Ojugo 

and Otakore, 2021; Ojugo and Oyemade, 

2021; Phua et al, 2007; Stolfo et al, 2000). 

 

3.   RESULT FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

3.1. Ensemble Evaluation 

Here, to compute accuracy, recall, error 

rate (ER) and specificity are used to evaluate 

the performance of the detection models 

(Brofman Epelbaum & Garcia Martinez, 

2014; Gokarn & Choudhary, 2021; Zawislak 

et al., 2022). The formulas of the above 

criteria are calculated as follows: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
      (1) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
      (2) 

 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

=  
𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

𝐹𝑃 +  𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 +  𝐹𝑁
      (3) 

 

𝑆𝑃𝐸𝐶 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
      (4) 

 

A true positive (TP) is a case (rule) that 

correctly distinguishes spam from genuine 

text. The true negative (TN) shows normal 

text message data classified correctly as 

normal. The false negative (FN) denotes a 

case in which a text is classified as normal 

data, and a false positive (FP) means that a 

normal text is classified as a spam. The 

accuracy rate shows the overall correct 

detection accuracy of the dataset, ER refers 

to the robustness of the classifier, recall 

indicates the degree of correctly detected 

attack types of all cases classified as attacks, 
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and specificity shows the percentage of 

correctly classified normal data. In the 

above, higher accuracy and recall and lower 

ER indicate good performance. 

 

4.2. Result Findings and Discussion 

We measure effectiveness and accuracy, 

we measure their rate of misclassification 

and corresponding improvement percentages 

in both training and test data sets as 

summarized (Brofman Epelbaum & Garcia 

Martinez, 2014; Gokarn & Choudhary, 

2021; Zawislak et al., 2022) as in Table 1. 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

=  
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡
 (5) 

 

Table 1: Model misclassification rates 

 

Model 

Classification Errors 

Training Testing 

Naïve Bayes 52.5% 23.2% 

Genetic Algorithm 48.4% 4.7% 

Proposed Memetic 

Algorithm 

19.6% 1.02% 

 

Table 1 shows misclassification error rate 

with Naïve Bayes, GA and GABN at 23.2%, 

4.7% and 1.02% (that is, error rate in false-

positive and true-negative) respectively.  

Conversely, table 2 shows improvement 

rate for the ensemble/model as: 

 

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

=  
𝑀𝑅(𝐴) − 𝑀𝑅(𝐵)

𝑀𝑅(𝐴)
 𝑥 100     (6) 

 

Table 4: Improvement Percentage 

 

Model 

Improvement % 

Training Testing 

Naïve Bayes 2.11% 3.6% 

Genetic Algorithm 2.32% 4.02% 

Proposed Memetic 

Algorithm 

0.09% 0.12% 

 

The various benchmark ensembles promise 

an improvement rate as of 3.6%, 4.02% and 

0.12% respectively (Ibor et al., 2023). 

Hybrids are difficult to implement and its 

accompanying data must be appropriately 

encoded so that model can exploit numeric 

data and efficiently explore the domain 

space to yield an optimal solution void of 

over-fitting, over-training and over-

parameterization. Models serve as 

educational tools to compile knowledge about 

a task, serve as new language to convey 

ideas as we gain better insight to investigate 

input parameter(s) crucial to a task; while, 

its sensitivity analysis helps to reflect on 

theories of systems functioning. Simple 

model may not yield enough data; and, 

complex model may not be fully understood. 

A detailed model helps develop reasonably 

applicable models even when not 

operationally applicable in a larger scale 

Their implementation should seek its 

feedback as more critical rather than seeking 

an accurate agreement with historic data. 

Since, a balance in the model’s complexity 

will help its being understood and its 

manageability, so that the model can be fully 

explored as in (Ojugo & Nwankwo, 2021a, 

2021b, 2021c, 2021d; Ojugo & Yoro, 

2021b). 
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4. CONCLUSION 

SMS spam filters can have the capacity, and 

be granted capability to transcribe slangs, 

emoticons and abbreviations into standard 

terms as well as expand the message size to 

enhance better feature extraction for 

classification algorithms and approaches. 

The study will also serve to reduce 

orthographic error found in SMS, chat 

groups and other social network 

communication medium that impedes 

machine learning algorithm. This is because 

from the various approaches adopted to 

SMS spam filters – the content-based 

models with text pre-processing has shown 

to perform better. Machine translation 

performs better when applied to normalized 

text messages. We can equally combined 

multiple approaches in noisy data, text 

normalization to create a better output. But, 

extracting only relevant feats to train the 

classifier has been reported to contribute to 

the efficiency of SMS spam filters. Thus, we 

propose text pre-processing SMS spam filter 

model with the capability of normalizing, 

expanding text messages and extracting 

suitable features as dataset input parameters 

for training the adopted classification 

algorithm and model. 
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